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Figure S1. Related to STARHMETHODS. Graphical representations of PROBer’s probabilis-
tic generative models. (A) PROBer’s main graphical model. The plates in the left and right generate
treatment and control data respectively. In each plate, unshaded circle represents hidden variable, shaded
circle represents observed variable, and arrow indicates dependency. Moreover, the letter at the top corner
represents the number of observed reads each experiment needs to generate. Letters outside the plates are
model parameters. To generate a read from treatment, we first sample I+, the isoform where the read comes
from. Then conditioned on I+, Γ, and B, we generate F+, the reverse transcribed cDNA fragment that
contains the read. If the length of F+ is in an appropriate range, this fragment passes size selection and
P+ = 1. Otherwise, F+ fails and P+ = 0. Lastly, if P+ = 1, we generate the read sequence R+ according
to the sequencing error model E+. (B) PROBer’s graphical model for iCLIP/eCLIP data. Unshaded circle
represents hidden variable, shaded circle represents observed variable, and arrow indicates dependency. To
generate an iCLIP/eCLIP read, we first determine the crosslink site I. Then based on I and read generating
parameters E , we produce the observed read R.
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Figure S2. Related to Figure 2A. Additional plots comparing PROBer with alternative ap-
proaches on the simulated Arabidopsis structure-probing data. The number of transcripts in each
expression range is: 887 in [50, 100], 849 in (100, 1000], 60 in (1000, 10000], and 6 in (10000, 1000000]. (A)
Boxplots of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients comparing PROBer with StructureFold, Mod-seeker,
and icSHAPE. (B-C) Boxplots of Pearson’s correlation coefficients and Spearman’s rank correlation coef-
ficients comparing PROBer with the full model. (D-E) Boxplots of Pearson’s correlation coefficients and
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients comparing PROBer with the RSEM + PROBer* pipeline.
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Figure S3. Related to Figure 2A. Comparing PROBer with alternative approaches for probing
RNA structures on an additional simulated Arabidopsis data set. The number of transcripts in
each expression range is: 887 in [50, 100], 849 in (100, 1000], 60 in (1000, 10000], and 6 in (10000, 1000000].
(A-B) PROBer vs. the full model. (C-D) PROBer vs. the RSEM + PROBer* pipeline. (E-F) PROBer vs.
StructureFold, Mod-seeker, and icSHAPE.
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Figure S4. Related to STARHMETHODS. Scattor plots showing RNA structural information
improves transcript abundance estimation accuracy. In the plots, x-axis shows the ground truth
abundances in log10 scale and y-axis shows the estimates in log10 scale. The four scatter plots are: (A)
PROBer estimates vs. ground truth. (B) RSEM estimates on control data vs. ground truth. (C) RSEM
estimates on treatment data vs. ground truth. (D) RSEM estimates on the RSEM simulated data vs. ground
truth. The log10 scaled Pearson’s correlation coefficients between the estimates and ground truth are shown
in the topleft corner. In order to avoid taking log10 of 0, 10−4 was added to all values. If we believe that
RT random drop-off and RNA structure introduce biases to RNA-Seq, we’d better correct them during the
quantification process. RSEM is not aware of either RT random drop-off or RNA secondary structure. Thus
its performance drops when these biases are introduced (comparing (B) and (C) with (D)). When taking
these biases into consideration, we can regain the performance (A).
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Figure S5. Related to Figure 2A. Digital spike-in results. 9 RNA molecules with SHAPE-MaP
reactivities (Siegfried et al. 2014) were introduced into our simulated transcriptome as digital spike-ins. The
performance of PROBer, StructureFold, Mod-seeker, and icSHAPE were evaluated on these 9 molecules by
calculating the Pearson’s correlation coefficients and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between the
estimated and ground truth modification reactivity profiles on a wide range of expression levels. PROBer con-
sistently outperforms alternative methods in both (A) Pearson’s correlation coefficients and (B) Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients.
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Figure S6. Related to Figure 2B. Precision-recall (PR) and receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves for yeast 18S and 25S rRNAs on Hector et al. and Talkish et al. yeast data
sets. PROBer, StructureFold, Mod-seeker, and icSHAPE were evaluated by PR and ROC curves using
crystallographically informed solvent-accessible secondary structures as ground truth. Area under curve
(AUC) values are shown in the legends. For ROC plots, x-axis gives the False Positive Rate (FPR) and
y-axis gives the sensitivity. (A) ROC curves of 18S rRNA, (B) PR curves and (C) ROC curves of 25 rRNA
on Hector et al. data. (D-E) PR and ROC curves of 18S rRNA, and (F-G) PR and ROC curves of 25S
rRNA on Talkish et al. data. StructureFold failed to complete on Talkish et al. data and therefore was
omitted in plots (D-G). Note that although PROBer does not outperform Mod-seeker for the 25S rRNA on
Talkish et al. data (F-G), PROBer yields better secondary structure prediction, which is of biologist’s main
interest, for this rRNA (see Figure 2C).
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Figure S7. Related to Figure 3A. Only PROBer successfully detected m1acp3Ψ1191 in yeast
18S rRNA. We plotted the modification intensities estimated from PROBer, Pseudo-seq, StructureFold,
Mod-seeker, and icSHAPE for yeast 18S rRNA. For each method, the ground truth Ψ sites are highlighted
with red color. Only PROBer successfully detected m1acp3Ψ1191 at position 1191: Pseudo-seq estimated
a negative signal, StructureFold & Mod-seeker gave no signal, and icSHAPE produced too many false
positives.
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Figure S8. Related to Figure 3A. ROC curves comparing PROBer with alternative approaches
on Carlile et al. Pseudo-seq data. X-axis gives the false positive rate (FPR) and y-axis gives the true
positive rate (sensitivity). PROBer, Pseudo-seq, StructureFold, Mod-seeker, and icSHAPE were evaluated
using all known Ψ sites in rRNAs and snoRNA as ground truth. Each approach’s area under curve (AUC)
value is shown in the legend.
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Figure S9. Related to Figure 3B. Plots demonstrating that PROBer’s outstanding performance
on detecting RNA-protein binding sites holds for a wide range of thresholds. (A) Change of motif
enrichment rate of CLIPper-called peaks with respect to the number of peaks on the RBFOX2 iCLIP data.
Different thresholds on the number of peaks result in different enrichment rates. The dashed line indicates
the threshold used in the CTK paper (Shah et al. Bioinformatics 2016). (B-C) Change of the number
of called peaks and motif enrichment rate with respect to the p-value of peaks on the RBFOX2 eCLIP
data. The PROBer pipeline detects significantly more peaks than the unique pipeline across a wide range
of p-values, while keeps the enrichment rates roughly the same.
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Figure S10. Related to STARHMETHODS. Plots visualizing priming biases of E. coli 16S
rRNA on Poulsen et al. data. We have priming-bias plots for three experiments: Control, Treatment
and SHAPES. The first two experiments are the control and treatment of a regular SHAPE-Seq experiment.
The last experiment is the SHAPES method (Poulsen et al. , 2015) for selectively enriching modification
signals. In each plot, the x-axis describes the transcript coordinate of E. coli 16S rRNA and the y-axis gives
the number of reads priming at each coordinate. We can clearly observe priming biases in all three plots.
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Figure S11. Related to STARHMETHODS. ROC and precision-recall (PR) curve analysis
on Poulsen et al. data showed that PROBer is robust to priming biases. Following Poulsen et
al. 2015, only positions 1 - 1350 of E. coli 16S rRNA were used for generating ROC and PR curves. In
addition, positions that are unbase-paired according to the ground truth and have solvent accessible surface
areas of no greater than 3A˚2 were excluded from the analysis. Area uncer curve (AUC) values are shown
in the legends. (A-B) ROC and PR curves comparing PROBer with Poulsen et al.’s normalization method
(SHAPES norm) and unnormalized counts (SHAPES raw) on the SHAPES data. (C-D) ROC and PR curves
comparing PROBer with Poulsen et al.’s normalization method and unnormalized counts on the SHAPE-Seq
data. Treatment norm and Control norm give normalized counts for treatment and control. Treatment raw
and Control raw give unnormalized counts for treatment and control. In both cases, we can observe that
Poulsen et al.’s normalization method improves AUC values over the unnormalized counts, which suggests
their method can correct priming biases. We can also observe that PROBer yields AUC values that are
comparable to Poulsen et al.’s normalization method, which demonstrates that PROBer is robust to priming
biases.
Data Unique Multi-mapping Multi-mapping Rate
Ding et al. Structure-seq
+ 34,167,445 20,382,566 37%
- 23,133,282 12,528,974 35%
RBFOX2 eCLIP (rep1)
+ 12,322,119 3,668,941 23%
- 3,946,057 1,712,192 30%
Table S1. Related to Figure 1B. Alignment statistics of Ding et al. structure-probing and
Van Nostrand et al. RBFOX2 eCLIP data sets. + and − refer to the modification-treated and
mock-treated experiments. Multi-mapping rate is defined as the ratio of multi-mapping reads to the sum of
unique and multi-mapping reads. For Ding et al. data, reads that aligned to ribosome RNAs or aligned to
more than 200 locations in the transcriptome were filtered out. For Van Nostrand et al. RBFOX2 eCLIP
data, only biological replicate 1 was used. In addition, reads that aligned to a customized set of human
repetitive elements used in (Van Nostrand et al. 2016) or aligned to more than 100 locations in the genome
were filtered out.
Data Size
Alignment Inference
Runtime Memory Runtime Memory
Ding et al. 43.77GB 40m 3s 0.14 GB 18m 32s 16.38 GB
RBFOX2 eCLIP 8.77GB 7h 20m 59s 8.28 GB 6m 5s 6.54 GB
Table S2. Related to STARHMETHODS. Wall-clock runtimes (in hours, minutes and seconds)
and memory usage (as measured by the maximum resident set size, in gigabytes) for processing
Ding et al. structure-probing data and Van Nostrand et al. RBFOX2 eCLIP data (biological
replicate 1, input is not included). We ran PROBer with 20 threads on a computer server that has 48
“Intelr Xeonr Processor E5-2697 v2 (30M Cache, 2.70 GHz)” processors and 378 gigabytes RAM. In the
alignment phase, PROBer used Bowtie to align Ding et al. single-end reads to the Arabidopsis transcript
sequences, and used Bowtie 2 to align RBFOX2 eCLIP paired-end reads to the human genome. In addition,
PROBer used one extra thread to parse Bowtie/Bowtie 2 alignments (e.g. converting alignments from
SAM format to BAM format) on the fly. In the inference phase, PROBer ran an Expectation-Maximization
algorithm (EM) on Ding et al. data and ran an Expectation-Maximization-Smoothing (EMS) algorithm on
the RBFOX2 eCLIP data. For Ding et al. structure-probing data, PROBer could in addition generate a BAM
file of alignments with annotated read allocaton probabilities. This additional step took 21 minutes.
Data rRNA PROBer StructureFold Mod-seeker icSHAPE
Ding et al.
18S 0.66 0.62 0.64 0.68
25S 0.65 0.62 0.64 0.67
Talkish et al.
18S 0.63 NA 0.65 0.64
25S 0.67 NA 0.64 0.64
Spitale et al. (in vitro)
18S 0.61 0.63 0.64 0.66
12S Mt 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.64
Spitale et al. (in vivo)
18S 0.59 0.62 0.63 0.69
12S Mt 0.69 0.62 0.68 0.69
Table S3. Related to Figure 2B. Comparing PROBer with alternative approaches on a variety
of structure-probing data by area under curve (AUC) values of rRNA ROC curves. We analyzed
Ding et al. Arabidopsis data, Talkish et al. yeast data, and Spitale et al. in vivo & in vitro mouse data.
Because we do not have available crystal structures for Arabidopsis and mouse rRNAs, we could not take
solvent accessibility into consideration. Therefore, it is hard to interpret these AUC values.
18S 25S
PR-AUC ROC-AUC PR-AUC ROC-AUC
PROBer 0.52 0.84 0.45 0.81
BUM-HMM 0.35 0.82 0.37 0.77
Sensitivity PPV Sensitivity PPV
PROBer 44.89% 39.68% 48.66% 45.74%
BUM-HMM 41.68% 37.93% 45.97% 43.02%
Table S4. Related to Figures 2B and 2C. Comparing PROBer with BUM-HMM on Hector
et al. paired-end yeast data. This table has two parts. In the first part, the area under curve (AUC)
values of precision-recall (PR) and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are shown for 18S and
25S rRNAs respectively. In the second part, we used RNAstructure to predict secondary structures for 18S
and 25S rRNAs with PROBer-estimated and BUM-HMM-estimated SHAPE constraints. Then two commonly
used metrics, sensitivity and positive predictive value (PPV), of resulting minimum free energy structures
are shown for the two yeast rRNAs. For each metric, the best performer is highlighted in bold.
RBFOX2 10 20 30 40 50 100
PROBer 2.42% 3.76% 4.98% 6.10% 7.15% 13.54%
Baseline 2.01% 3.24% 4.38% 5.46% 6.51% 12.56%
TARDBP 10 20 30 40 50 100
PROBer 4.52% 7.16% 9.51% 11.78% 14.15% 25.17%
Baseline 4.11% 6.84% 9.16% 11.41% 13.57% 24.58%
TRA2A 10 20 30 40 50 100
PROBer 1.88% 4.02% 6.09% 8.01% 9.77% 15.83%
Baseline 1.75% 3.75% 5.73% 7.61% 9.26% 16.02%
PUM2 10 20 30 40 50 100
PROBer 2.43% 4.01% 5.27% 6.34% 7.25% 10.05%
Baseline 2.12% 3.50% 4.61% 5.58% 6.43% 8.93%
Table S5. Related to Figure 3B. Comparing PROBer with a baseline method on allocating
eCLIP multi-mapping reads. The baseline method allocates multi-mapping reads uniformly. Given a
method (PROBer or baseline), a protein (RBFOX2, TARDBP, TRA2A, or PUM2) and a radius (10, 20, 30,
40, 50, or 100), we calculated and showed the percentage of alignment-indicated crosslink sites that contain
the canonical motif within the radius for all alignments of multi-mapping reads. This percentage is weighted
by the read allocation fraction of each alignment. For each pair of protein and radius, the highest percentage
is highlighted in bold.
Protein Motif
Unique PROBer
Gain
Peaks Motif Hit Rate Peaks Motif Hit Rate
RBFOX2 UGCAUG 120,860 16.36% 124,509 15.96% 3%
HNRNPC UUUUU 21,953 68.90% 26,915 72.49% 23%
Table S6. Related to Figure 3B. Comparing PROBer with the unique method on iCLIP data
sets for 2 distinct RNA-binding proteins. The first two columns in the table give the protein name and
canonical binding motif. The binding motifs have been validated both in vitro and in vivo (Van Nostrand
et al., 2016; Zarnack et al., 2013). The next four columns give the number of CLIPper-called (Lovci et al.,
2013) iCLIP peaks and the percentage of peaks overlapping with a canonical motif for the unique method
and PROBer respectively. The last column gives the percentage of more peaks PROBer detected comparing
with the unique method. PROBer enables us to extract significantly more information from the iCLIP data
sets.
RBFOX2 10 20 30 40 50 100
PROBer 4.64% 6.35% 7.78% 8.87% 9.80% 14.41%
Baseline 3.27% 4.64% 5.80% 6.71% 7.50% 11.49%
HNRNPC 10 20 30 40 50 100
PROBer 22.65% 34.09% 40.95% 46.09% 50.48% 73.49%
Baseline 23.25% 34.40% 41.01% 45.91% 50.09% 71.50%
Table S7. Related to Figure 3B. Comparing PROBer with a baseline method on allocating
iCLIP multi-mapping reads. The baseline method allocates multi-mapping reads uniformly. Given a
method (PROBer or baseline), a protein (RBFOX2 or HNRNPC) and a radius (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, or 100),
we calculated and showed the percentage of alignment-indicated crosslink sites that contain the canonical
motif within the radius for all alignments of multi-mapping reads. This percentage is weighted by the
read allocation fraction of each alignment. For each pair of protein and radius, the highest percentage is
highlighted in bold.
